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My report this month will focus on only a few items; there is a lot going in my 
work with the congregation, but most of it is not governance related. 

Committee Charters: We had a really good turnout for the Fall Leadership 
Development event, where I laid the groundwork for the creation of committee 
charters. Following that event I sent out a note to every committee chair/task team 
leader inviting them to engage with their members to create a charter.  I included 
briefing materials that summarized what I had presented at the Leadership 
Development, a template for a committee charter, and information about which 
member of the Transition Team would be coaching them. The Transition Team 
members are now following up.  I told everybody that we wanted the charters to be 
completed in time for the December board meeting. I am guessing that we will not 
be at 100% in December, but it is a worthy goal. 

My unpaid sabbatical:  I will be gone from February 16th – March 16th.   In 
collaboration with the Worship and Pastoral Associates, staff and others, I am 
getting plans in place for everything to be covered.  The worship calendar is 
complete; two Worship Associate services and two guest ministers. Pastoral care 
will be provided by the Pastoral Associates and our Minister of Music.  I have 
arranged for professional ministerial back up by Rev. Dawn Sangrey. Details will 
follow regarding how to call and when.  I have asked Michelle to act as back-up 
for any questions the Director of Operations may have during my absence.  This 
information will begin to go out to the congregation in the next Soundings. 

Administrative staff realignment: this is the biggest project we have been working 
on this past month. Almost as soon as Greg arrived last fall he noted that some of 
the tasks that fell to him could be covered by people who didn’t have the financial 
and other background that we require of the Director of Ops.  We started thinking 
then about ways to push these tasks either to volunteers or to other admin staff. 
Dorothy picked up where Greg left off and we have decided on a realignment of 
staff. We will implement this starting now and will reassess in six months. 

Before getting into the details I will outline in broad form: our administrative 
office will function Tuesday – Friday. On Monday we will have a volunteer 
receptionist in to handle phone calls, deliveries, and walk-in requests. We already 



have one volunteer recruited and trained and working. The weekly eblast has been 
turned over to a volunteer as well.  

I also want you to know that these changes have been thoroughly discussed and 
approved by the Treasurer and Chair of the Finance Committee.  By the time you 
get this report we will also have met with the HR Committee and shared this plan 
with them in detail, including the revised job descriptions. 

Here are the particulars: 

- Change Jan’s title to Scheduling and Office Manager – hours increase to an 
average of 30/week. Hours will be variable week to week depending on 
work load, with a monthly cap to insure budget stability 

- Sue, our contract book-keeper, will become a part-time employee with 
variable hours depending on work load, also capped for budget stability. 

- The Director of Ops position becomes a ¾ position.  This is what makes it 
all possible. Having off-loaded some of the less specialized work onto 
volunteers and to Jan and Sue, Dorothy is confident that she can handle the 
rest in 4 days. 

- We are adding approximately 5 hours/week to Hayden’s job description, 
specifically to handle data entry and data management. 

This entire proposal is very close to budget neutral.  The total increase in personnel 
costs for the entire year would be $3,808 for adding in the data help.  The Finance 
Committee approves this change in personnel budget and supports my request that 
the Board make this change. 

We are very excited about this realignment in admin staff.  We think it will make 
our operations much more efficient, eliminate redundancies and potential conflicts 
(particularly in calendar and schedule issues) and make it possible for our highly 
qualified Director of Operations to focus on strategic and big-picture issues. 

We are preparing a hand-out for the congregation in the form of FAQ’s that will 
explain this in detail.  We are in the process of making it much simpler and more 
straightforward for lay leaders to get information into our various communication 
venues by assigning sensible email addresses (Soundings@, eblast@, etc.).  

Once the job descriptions have been vetted by the HR Committee I will send them 
along for inclusion in the Consent Agenda. 



As always, let me know if you have any questions or would like further 
information about anything. 

See you at the Board meeting, 

Rev. Roberta 


